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- Seamlessly combine contents from multiple heterogeneous data sources.
- Overall goal: more integrated and convenient end-user experience.
- Becoming very popular - Web 2.0
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Mashups

- What is a **Mashup** application?
- My favorite mashup website *Zillow*!
- **Web desktop** (webtop) (e.g., eyeOS, DesktopTwo, G.ho.st, Netvibes, and Online OS).
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User is involved; AJAX-oriented; More responsive/efficient
Service providers use *ad-hoc non-secure* methods.
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Mashlet

- **Mashlet** is a client side component that runs in the browser under the privilege of the principal that is defined by the domain name of the server that hosts the mashlet.

- Mashlets should be able to communicate securely on the client side, meaning that the communication protocol guarantees:
  - Mutual Authentication
  - Confidentiality
  - Message Integrity
Using OMOS API, mashlets can communicate with their siblings and parents.
Secure Frame-to-frame Communication

Security of OMOS communication protocol relies on *Same Origin Policy (SOP)*:

- Protects confidentiality of domains against each other. (DOM elements, events, cookies, ...)
- URL property of an iframe is write-only.
- Partial change of URL is not allowed.
Secure Frame-to-frame Communication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destination Frame Address</th>
<th>Source Frame Address</th>
<th>Endpoint ID</th>
<th>Secret Key</th>
<th>Sequence Number</th>
<th>List of data fragments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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Key exchange protocol:

A
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\]
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\]
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Key exchange protocol:
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Key exchange protocol:

A

frame[1]
a.com
<<Datalink>>

frame[1],frame[2],EID1,(A,B),0,MDP packet(s)

B

frame[2]
b.com
<<Datalink>>
Key exchange protocol:

Verifies that the first element of key pair is equal to A
Send MDP packets to MDP layer
Secure Frame-to-frame Communication

Key exchange protocol:

![Diagram of secure frame-to-frame communication](image)
Each layer hides complex implementation details of communication in lower layers.
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Versatile asyncRequest: mashlet-to-mashlet, same-domain & cross-domain mashlet-to-server communication.
Results

Throughput (postMessage/Opera)

Transfer rate (bytes/msec)

Message size (bytes)

- Opera